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        Salt Lake City, UT - Breaking construction industry records 
Vivint Smart Home Arena, a premier sports and entertainment 
venue and home of the Utah Jazz National Basketball Association 
(NBA) Team, was remodeled in just 129 days. 

        At least 78 diff erent subcontractors were hired to split up a 
massive workload into manageable chunks and have everything 
completed in time for the season opener. Okland Construction 
was awarded the job and their renovation game stats were quite 
impressive: $75,000,000 budgeted construction costs, 500,000 
man hours, 2,000 workers and crews on-site for 20 hours a day 
with no benchwarmers! 

        A project of this magnitude would typically take 1.5-2 years to 
execute, but this General Contractor has managed to fi nish on time 
and on budget in just 4 short months. 
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        High level of expertise, flexibility and ingenuity was required 
to meet client objectives delivering a first-class product, and 
Decoustics was ready to take on the challenge. Paying a tribute 
to the sport, Brisbin Brook Beynon (BBB) and SCI Architects had 
envisioned a unique space for the home team where they can 
come to practice, change uniforms and re-watch games. 

        Denoting a feeling of pro NBA sports action, the design called 
for the ceiling to resemble the look and shape of a basketball. It 
was originally imagined to be a curved dome with 4” exposed 
metal frame to replicate the lines of the basketball; however, 
due to aggressive time constraints and very limited budget the 
original plan was not feasible. The architects therefore called upon 
Decoustics - an experienced industry-leading specialty ceiling 
manufacturer - to come up with a suitable solution within those 
parameters and also meeting the specified acoustical and design 
objectives of the project.

        After collaborative brainstorming and prototyping Decoustics 
R&D Team and Engineers proposed to visually conceal the 
suspension, flatten the dome, and recess and custom-color the 
4” basketball lines with Metallo® Silver, which is a shimmering 
acoustical finish that resembles the look of metal. For the client 
this solution significantly decreased cost and time to manufacture 
and install, but for Decoustics the degree of difficulty increased.

Crew members are installing factory-curved Ceilencio® 
suspension system, which will ensure accuracy in alignment 
of all panels throughout the radial shape of the ceiling and 

allow full access to the plenum for maintenance and repairs. 
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LINKS & CREDITS:

Explore the versatility of Decoustics Claro®:
https://decoustics.com/products/claro/     

Learn about Decoustics shimmering, acoustical Metallo® finish:
https://decoustics.com/products/metallo/

See project images and listen to the video to hear the difference:
https://decoustics.com/projects/utah-jazz-practice-facility/

Architecture: SCI Architects, BBB Brisbin Brook Beynon Architects

Contractor: Okland Construction

Single-Source Manufacturer: Decoustics

Photography: Malissa Mabey

Written and Designed by: Ally James

       The entire ceiling was constructed from fully-engineered panels 
tailored to fit the radial shape and finished with Claro® White and 
Metallo® Silver acoustically transparent coating. The onus was on 
Decoustics to test raw materials and ensure that the new, sophisticated, 
CNC-controlled, multi-layer acoustical panel construction is durable and 
will retain its high noise absorbing properties.

       The depth of the recessed basketball stripe was to be a uniform 1/8 
of an inch and the tolerances had to be no more than 1/16 of an inch to 
hold the design intent and ensure meticulous alignment of all panels 
throughout the radial shape.

       The aluminum extrusions of Ceilencio® suspension system were 
factory-curved to hold the circular form and are entirely concealed by 
the hand-crafted Claro® acoustical panels. Ceilencio® employs butterfly 
clips and torsion springs to hinge the panels down for maintenance and 
repairs, keeping the whole ceiling plenum 100% downward accessible. 
The self-locating fins on the extrusions will ensure that panels are 
locked perfectly back into place to prevent misalignment once 
maintenance is complete.

       Working through extreme timelines and budget limitations, no 
field dimensions and numerous design changes, significant delays due 
to hurricanes and 2-week company-wide shutdown, as well as every 
trade working at the same time during 129 days – the collective end 
result is nothing short of spectacular! Decoustics provided excellent 
customer service ensuring the client was happy at every stage of the 
process by meeting the tight deadline and budget, acoustical and 
design requirements for this project in time for the season opener. 
The Utah Jazz NBA home team’s unique basketball-shaped ceiling is 
undoubtedly the envy of the visiting teams and a powerful statement in 
the construction industry. 

Precision and meticulous alignment achieved with tailored 
Claro® and Metallo® acoustical panels held securely in place with       
fully-engineered accessible Ceilencio® suspension system. 
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          High-Performance Claro® and 
Metallo® acoustic panels reach NRC rates 

of up to 0.9, absorb noise, eliminate 
echoing and increase speech intelligibility 

inside this training room     .

Extremely narrow seams and tolerances of 1/16” were adhered to 
in order to attain the radial shape of the ceiling and achieve the 
design intent.


